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ABSTRACT:- Marketing academics and practitioners have acknowledged that consumers look for brands 
that provide them with unique and memorable experiences. As a result, the concept of customer engagement has 

become of great interest to marketers. The present field study, organizations will burn through billions of 

dollars on digital change with the objective of making more straightforward, quicker and progressively 

customized customer encounters but without trust, be that as it may, change implies close to nothing. Trust is 

what powers advanced connections, supports brand dependability and at last drives income. It's critical to 

recollect that advanced connections are as yet close to personal relationships. Similarly trust is the 

establishment for each digital exchange, similarly for what it's worth for personal transactions. The aim of this 
paper is to provide insights the impact of E brand trust on digital transformation platform, hence digital trust is 

the guarantor that advanced substances are who or what they guarantee to be and that they will carry on in a 

normal, predictable way.. Furthermore, this raises a fascinating challenge. And to propose avenues for future 

research and paper followed a deductive approach and research tool was mainly based on literature reviews.  
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I. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
 According to empirical studies Customer engagement (CE) refers to a more extensive "rising above" 
social point of view and is depicted as a significant tool for structure and improving relationship with clients, to 

be specific service relationships (Petro, 2016). Engagement suggests a more profound socially based level and, 

therefore, has a significant spot in adding to the comprehension of client results, to be specific loyalty related 

results. Correspondingly, organizations attempting on digital transformation to urge their clients to involve sort 

of non-transnational practices that go past purchase expectations (Chappuis, Gaffey, and Parvizi, 2011; 

Qualman, 2013). 

 On the other side, computerized advancements or digital transformation cause it feasible for 

organizations to gather to and break down huge volumes of information from people to customize contributions, 

make new products and services, and diversify into new markets (Petro, 2016). In an Accenture review in 2017 

explained that almost 600 organizations around the globe, 79 percent showed they gather information 

straightforwardly from people's online activities. A third catch individual information from associated devices. 

Making sense of how to capture, use and secure every one of that information has turned into a critical business 
movement (Accenture Consumer Technology Survey, 2016).   

 One of the essential advantages of living in the computerized world as a customer, having the option to 

access services or complete business with the swipe of card or the snap of a mouse. In return for that comfort, 

shoppers have eagerly shared their Master card numbers, age, marital status, sexual orientation and other data 

they regard to be genuinely harmless (Cooper, Maitland, Siu & Wei, 2015). For a considerable length of time, 

they have confided in organizations to protect that data. Today, that is evolving. Consumers are progressively 

setting conditions upon their readiness to share data. For instance, 57 percent will share data on the off chance 

that they realize it won't be sold or shared. Almost the same number of (56 percent) will share data on the off 

chance that they can be ensured that information assurance protections are in place. Their worries are genuine 

(Cooper, Maitland, Siu & Wei, 2015). Real information ruptures are normal events currently, influencing a great 

many consumers. Additionally, the kind of information gathered carefully nowadays is substantially much more 
personal. Realizing that an organization can find out your date of birth is a certain something. Imagining that 

that organization can get to your health records, area or caution codes is very another (Petro, 2016). 

 Even there are handful of evidence that organizations are burning billions of dollars on digital 

transformation with the objective of making more straightforward, quicker and progressively customized client 

encounters without trust, be that as it may, change implies nearly nothing. But trust is what fills digital 
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connections, supports brand commitment and at last drives income (Neff, 2014). Empirical studies shows 

Almost 60% of buyers expect services modified to their preferences. A similar rate will switch services if 

desires are not met and, in this way, trust is broken (Olmstead, Kenneth, Smith & Aaron, 2017). Grown in labor-

concentrated procedures, computerized organizations regularly put trust in danger and pass up chances to drive 
more prominent upper hand from profoundly customized, confiding in client connections. They likewise pass up 

mechanization and other operational efficiencies that can be connected to information security, incident 

response, and compliance spaces (Olmstead, Kenneth, Smith & Aaron, 2017). 

 Therefore, making trust in a digitalized world is more difficult than one might expect. That is on the 

grounds that associations need to convey trust dependably, furthermore, consistently over a large number of 

advanced Omni channel touch points, from web based business locales to portable applications to retail 

locations (Dahlhoff, 2016; Moorman, 2016). It's an exercise in careful control among security and confidence, 

with both objectives equivalent importance to the buyer. Fail to complete either, and your clients will in the end 

escape for a superior encounter somewhere else (Dahlhoff, 2016; Moorman, 2016). 

 

1.1 Purpose of the study and methodology 
 There is significant knowledge gap on the existing level of E Brand Trust on customer engagement in 

digital transformation platform because every day digitalized business springs up, the virtual channel has 

disposed of requirements of time, space, and cost that exist in customary blocks. Be that as it may, the current 

online condition likewise opens purchasers to vulnerabilities and dangers, requiring certain mechanisms to hold 

clients over the long run (Morse, 2016).  While changing clients these days offered with various decisions online 

invest less and less energy or efforts at a particular stop, how to support their attention and continue obtaining 

practices online has come to be one of the difficulties of profit oriented marketers (Hoffman, & Novak, 2013). 

The past studies shows that the customer engagement on different brands has gotten incredible consideration 

during the previous decades whether online or offline. It is accepted that loyalty can change client relationships 

into business values and decrease advertising costs (Chiu, Lin, Chen & Kuo, 2015). Past investigations had 

illustrated the environment and exchange component plan of digitalized business and highlight the virtual 

wellbeing just as trust when including client loyalty issue (Bart, Shankar, Sultan, & Urban, 2005). Studies in 
offline strategy also explained the significance of trust and responsibility in building long run client brand 

relationships (Hoffman, & Novak, 2013). Every one of these analysts demonstrate that a fair and solid brand or 

store can give clients esteem by relieving the vulnerabilities and complexities of exchanges, and hence help 

customers to understand the significant utility of a brand in a short span.   

 Another stream of studies clarified the emotional bonding and influence involved in transaction (Fiore, 

Jin, & Kim, 2005). Not at all like cognitive assessing process, can positive emotions and influence responsibility 

caused in an exchange or specific brand experience make hedonic incentive for clients (Smith, & Wheeler, 

2003). As Chaudhuri and Holbrook (2013) noted, brand influence is a brand's capability to inspire a positive 

passionate reaction in the normal buyer because of its utilization procedure. Customers would exchange with 

those they are genuinely dedicated to (Smith, & Wheeler, 2003). 

 
 Based on the present day era purchasers around the globe are encountering quick, transformative 

change. As commercial centers become progressively advanced and globalized, there are new ways of 

conveying, sharing, banking, shopping, finding data and mingling; making decision, openings, accommodation 

and lower costs (Hoffman, & Novak, 2013). To guarantee that development and opportunity proceeds, 

digitalized advancements need to be accessible to more individuals as well as be confided in enough to be 

incorporated in individuals' regular day to day lives. Effectively over 40% of the total population approaches the 

internet and with the fundamental focus on access and incorporation this figure will keep on rising (Dahlhoff, 

2016; Statista, 2017). 

 However, in spite of mass take-up of products and services, trust in certain parts of the digital economy 

is hard to come by. On the off chance that these issues are not tended to, further development and combination 

of innovation might be compromised (Cooper, Maitland, Siu & Wei, 2015).  Building trust means involving 

individuals considerably more. Consumers traditional contract as the interest side in the economy has been 
extended in the digitalized economy, and their commitment has molded and driven the web from its soonest 

days, through their acquiring choices as well as by sharing data, making content, commenting, ranking, curating 

and trading thoughts. Just as commenting and reviewing, buyers currently utilize digital world to give services 

as a component of peer to peer networks and platforms. Nevertheless purchasers need to make an advanced 

world that buyers can trust - where get to, circumstance, cooperation and development in digital innovation 

thrive for everybody (Park, Lennon, & Stoel, 2005). 

 Accordingly, attempt to further investigate how empirical evidences are found discussing the role the E 

– Brand Trust of digitalized transformation towards customer engagements in modern business context. Paper 

followed a deductive approach and research tool was mainly based on literature reviews (MacInnis 2004). It 
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attempted to review empirical thoughts as an organized content on how social media connects to consumer 

engagement process in different faces. Finally concluding the main remarks whilst proposing key insights for 

the future research directions (Park, Lennon, & Stoel, 2005). 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
a. Digital transformation  

 With the rise of new digital advancements, e.g., social network, mobile, big data and so forth. Firms in 

basically all enterprises areas are leading various activities to investigate and exploit their advantages 

(Fitzgerald, Kruschwitz, Bonnet, & Welch, 2013). This frequently includes changes of key business activities 

and influences products and procedures, as well as organizational structures, as organizations need to set up the 

executives’ practices to oversee these unpredictable changes (Matt, Hess, & Benlian, 2015). Consequently, the 

general public as a whole is confronting a quick and radical change because of the development of digital 

technologies and their omnipresent entrance of all business sectors (Ebert, & Duarte, 2016). To add to the 
expanded interest from clients, organizations are confronting ever harder challenge because of globalization and 

putting pressure to go digital before others do, trying to endure and achieve upper hands (Bharadwaj, 2000). 

Henceforth, as of late "born digital" pioneers (e.g., Amazon, Facebook and Google) have developed into 

incredible behemoths, while organizations that since quite a while ago ruled their enterprises found their 

customary offer under risk (Sebastian, Ross, Beath, Mocker, Moloney, & Fonstad, 2017). 

 Nonetheless, in spite of the assortment of innovative novelties and plans for their implementation, 

regardless of whether in business, public governance and private life, genuine digital transformation is taking 

any longer and confronting a bigger number of challenges than it has been expected (Zinder, & Yunatova, 

2016). However, there are numerous ongoing instances of organizations that have been not able keep pace with 

the new advanced technological reality: include the bankruptcy of movie-rental Company Blockbuster, largely 

resulting from those firms’ inabilities to rapidly develop and implement new digitally-based business models 
(Hess, Matt, Benlian, & Wiesböck, 2016). In conclusion effective digital transformation change requires an 

association to build up a wide-scope of abilities, which will differ in significance relying upon the business 

setting and the particular association's needs and it is necessary to understand that digital technology needs to 

become the key to how the business works, and associations viably need to reconsider and conceivably re-

develop their plans of action so as to stay focused (Matt, Hess, & Benlian, 2015). 

 

b. Customer engagement in digital transformation  

 Customers are increasingly empowered and businesses that do not provide a fast, multi-channel 

experience will start to lose these customers. For this to happen “consistent, tangible feedback around the 

customer’s perceptions, motivations and expectations” is needed. Therefore successful businesses will collect 

data, via connected processes, to develop a solid understanding of the customer’s reality (Park, Lennon, & Stoel, 

2005). This helps the business to make modifications to services and cement their relationship with their 
customers. Due to the many opportunities offered by these digital technologies the increasing speed of 

technological developments changed the utilization and conduct of people and organizations just as the business 

market structures. Undoubtedly, consumers, particularly the digital native, progressively associated with Web, 

changed the manner in which they select, purchase and expend offered products and services (Henriette, Feki, & 

Boughzala 2015). Digital technologies, for example, mobile advances, collective advances and the internet of 

things enable organizations to upgrade firms' performance. Market unpredictability expanded further to the 

landing of new troublesome entertainers proposing new ideas through web applications.  

 This change drove by digital advances takes on a pivotal vital significance for organizations. In fact, 

associations have to, from one viewpoint, manage new problematic on-screen characters that have upset top to 

bottom traditional segments (Morse, 2016). Then again, organizations must most likely adjust in a quick and 

customized approach to customers which became more aware about market offers and more challenging by 
forcing their guidelines of competitive game. Besides, as indicated by an investigation drove on advanced 

disturbance issues by KPMG (2015), 91 % the French business administrators are stressed over the landing of 

new contestant upsetting their plan of action, while 84 % of them are worried about stakes of customer loyalty. 

In this unique circumstance, the digital change much the same as a vital basic for the present business since 

organization develops in a situation that profoundly changed by the digital. Be that as it may, regardless of 

whether "57 % of the French organizations distinguish the computerized as a vital need in the medium term, just 

36 % of them formalized a suitable methodology" (Berger, 2014, p. 5). Besides, for reasons unknown "the most 

mature organizations in their digital transformation had a development multiple times higher than the most 

recent organizations" (Berger, 2014, p. 5). 
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c. Empirical overview on E – Brand Trust 

 Brand trust is a significant thing that encourages customer loyal to the brand, without the trust on brand 

customer cannot enter in faithfulness set. According to previous studies it indicates that to construct a trust it's 

significant for the consumer to take and asses the data from the product. Organizations can build passionate trust 
on the off chance that they can demonstrate that the brand is just for the clients and live up to their desires (for 

example brand is dependability and agreeable for the family use). The customers trust on determined brand 

functions and ability to buy the brand from the product class (Moormal 1993: Park, Lennon, & Stoel, 2005). The 

unclearness in the circumstance can be diminishes by the trust through which client can depend on the particular 

confided in brand product. Brand dedication or brand loyalty is an after effect of brand trust or guarantees that 

construct the exceptionally esteemed connections (Morgan & Hunt 1994: Chaudhuri and Holbrook, 2012). 

Some researchers characterized commitment as "an enduring want to keep up an esteemed relationship" 

(Moorman, Zaltman, and Deshpande 1992). Therefore promises based on the trust are the reason for constant on 

proceeding to hold a relationship work among organization and consumer. 

 Morgan and Hunt (1994) developed the Commitment-Trust Theory (CTT) to study the relational 

exchanges in relationship marketing. Commitment and trust are theorized to play key mediating roles in 
establishing, developing, and maintaining the relationships between concerned parties. Morgan and Hunt (1994) 

posit commitment and trust as central elements in relationship marketing for several reasons. First, a high level 

of commitment and trust encourages investment from exchange partners to achieve mutual benefits. Second, 

they defer partners from being attracted for short-term benefits. Third, they guarantee trading parties to engage 

in fewer opportunistic behaviors. Commitment trust theory has been used to rationalize how brand trust 

connects with brand relationship behaviors as mediating mechanism (Munasinghe & Dissanayake, 2018).  

 Practically trust in general business, government, media and NGOs is in decline to a limited extent 

since individuals feel these establishments can't shield them from the negative impacts of globalization and 

technological change. For the technological area, buyers view it as missing the mark on straightforwardness, 

validness, adding to more permanent’s benefit, ensuring purchaser information and making good on paying 

taxes (Agarwal, Gao, DesRoches, & Jha, 2010). Some of the empirical studies say that seventy one percent of 

shoppers overall think brands with access to their individual information use it unethically, around a similar 
number don't comprehend what information organizations hold about them. An overview of chose G20 nations 

found 59 percent of consumers were worried that new digital technologies such as self-driving vehicles and 

smart homes were not protected (Accenture Consumer Technology Survey, 2016). 

 Furthermore for internet based businesses, setting up trust requires building buyer and advertiser 

assurance that their best advantages will be organized therefore E -Trust is a customized relationship that has 

high financial advantage and conveys huge hazard if not tended to (Steve, 2016). But due inability to meet 

desires may bring about a reverse system impact animating clients to change to similar services with a desire 

that they can take the information they need with them. Trust-related action is putting weight on the foundation 

of numerous digitalized organizations. As an example there are at present more than 2.5 million demands for 

each year to conform to law authorization and substance bring down fundamentals and this number is 

developing every year at a twofold digit rate (Accenture Consumer Technology Survey, 2016). Regulations such 
as the EU’s General Data Privacy Regulations (GDPR) are more pervasive, more consequential and more 

complex and skilled labor is in short supply. Somewhere in the range of 200,000 and 1,000,000 employments 

are unfilled in security and protection and occupation postings for these positions are up 74 percent over the 

most recent five years (Accenture Consumer Technology Survey, 2016). 

 In any case, as computerized progresses toward becoming default, the exceptionally connected, even 

unavoidable nature of digital technology implies individuals' decisions about whether or how to engage is 

limited (Lee, Lee, & Chou, 2018). Hence, take-up and use does not really liken to fulfillment and trust. 

Customers trust technology to convey reliable, quality services, yet this does not stretch to believe that they are 

acting to their greatest advantage, or that they are completely shielded from hurt later on (Lee, Lee, & Chou, 

2018). 

 In today’s era advanced innovations have drastically expanded the amount and speed of information 

that organizations and clients currently share. With a couple of snaps, buyers can decide whether their suppliers' 
guarantees are solid, if their supply chains and work practices are ethical, or if their item data is precise (Lee, 

Lee, & Chou, 2018). Un-doubtfully Organizations that neglect to give full straightforwardness will see their 

customers' trust dissolve. According to Accenture Sustainability Research 2017 demonstrates that setting false 

desires is the top frustration among shoppers (referred to by 75 percent as "incredibly frustrating"). 63 percent 

demonstrated they would begin searching for elective suppliers, and 53 percent would quit working with that 

organization immediately. These rates will probably climb, since buyers' entrance to advanced innovations is 

driving ever-higher shopper desires for visibility into an organization's security conventions, morals 

arrangements and sustainability practices (The Vitality Group Motivates with Data, 2016). 
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While countless online stores give hundreds and thousands of items at lower working costs, customers can be all 

the more effectively appreciate shopping with lower item costs, quick acquirement, and intelligent 

administrations at home. Be that as it may, a few limitations of web based shopping are still under assessment as 

mentioned above (Morse, 2016). Notwithstanding the security issue that has so far been contended, purchasers 
may feel it hard to decide an item or administration esteem in the nonappearance of direct contact with items 

and salespersons. In light of past overviews, Smith and Wheeler (2013), recognize a few reasons that individuals 

are hesitant to buy on the web. For instance, on the web retailers may slip away with cash, purchasers don't need 

to manage convoluted return methods, customers are worried about the security of utilizing visas on the web, 

buyers would prefer not to get spam messages, and buyers like to purchase what they can contact (Smith and 

Wheeler 2013). 

 Finally building trust in a computerized world is challenging. Digital innovation and its segment parts 

implies it cuts over national and sectorial guideline and legislation. This makes distinguishing the correct 

reactions troublesome, always developing products and services obscure traditional limits (Hess, Matt, Benlian, 

& Wiesböck, 2016). For organizations, an excitement to tune in and a more in depth understanding of the 

significant interest side elements should help manage an expansion in the degrees of trust consumers place in 
business. This may help stay away from things like backlashes against changes to unexpected changes to terms 

and conditions, prominent features about smart toys that release children’s private discussions, or what's been 

portrayed as an almost 200 million in number blacklist of publicizing on the web through advertisement 

blockers (Zinder, & Yunatova, 2016). 

 

III. DISCUSSION ON DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND CUSTOMER 

ENGAGEMENT LEADING TO E – BRAND TRUST 
 The rise in digital products and services, digital cooperation channels, and digital substance has made 

open doors for innovators to grasp new client methodologies and plans of action. International business 

strategies have to address the new trends of consumer involvement towards brands across the geographical 

boarders (Wegapitiya & Dissanayake, 2018). Customer engagement in social media context has been denoted as 

a timely important practice and a research priority (Dissanayake, Siriwardane & Ismail, 2019). As buyers move 

from following direct, product driven commitment to taking Omni channel ventures that breeze over an 

association's bunch computerized touch points, organizations must be available at all the key minutes with the 

correct informing and timing (Reichheld, & Schefter, 2000). Consequently, the gigantic multiplication and 

headway of mobile advancements, mechanisms, and digital channels has significantly changed consumer desires 

inside pretty much every market on the planet (Mühleisen, 2018). Today, these new Omni-present customers 

anticipate seamless, cross-channel accessibility and functionality in the entirety of their obtaining attempts and 
collaborations. As these buyers engage with brands over numerous interfaces at the same time (tablets when 

shopping coming up, interfacing with guide close fields and other area based advancements, and putting orders 

on cell phones for get available), organizations must prepare in rhythm and be to change the discussion as 

customer change devices (Smith and Wheeler 2013). This degree of digital change requires deftness from 

associations to react to change and draw in with the carefully associated, consistently on/constantly accessible 

buyers in manners that mirror their needs, preferences, and desires at any—and all—minutes over the client 

lifecycle (Matt, Hess, & Benlian, 2015). 

 Additionally, in this mobile, Internet of Things (IoT) - empowered world, buyers need to remain 

always associated with the individuals, brands, and things that matter the most to them. From wearable wellness 

devices to programmable home thermostats, buyers expect an ever increasing number of quantities of their day 

by day lives to connect digitally to products and services in manners that are consistent without contact, and 

profoundly pertinent without wasted data, time, or exertion (Sebastian, Ross, Beath, Mocker, Moloney, & 
Fonstad, 2017). 

 Furthermore as developing technology disclosures in fields, for example, artificial intelligence, 

mechanical technology, and the internet of things keep on propelling the advance the digital landscape, one 

thing stays clear (Smith and Wheeler 2013). Procedures and technologies in response of digital reception must 

be incorporated, interconnected, and extensive. These developing channels add to the complex nature for 

organizations attempting to keenly coordinate consistent and applicable collaborations and interchanges over all 

digital touchpoints (Customer Engagement Is at the Heart of Digital Transformation, 2018). 

 For internet based companies, establishing trust requires building consumer and advertiser confidence 

that their best interests will be prioritized. Trust is a personalized relationship that has high economic benefit 

and carries significant risk if not addressed. Failure to meet expectations may result in a reverse network effect–

stimulating users to switch to similar services with an expectation that they can take the data they want with 
them (Matt, Hess, & Benlian, 2015). 

 To contend in this new condition, organizations must form customer driven, carefully engaged working 

models. They should likewise pick up the capacity to associate through the IoT, coordinate that information into 
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other significant customer information focuses and outsider information, and give important communications 

through developing devices like wearable (Hess, Matt, Benlian, & Wiesböck, 2016). They should almost 

certainly associate flawlessly between their channels and purchasers' close to personal digital devices. 

Furthermore, they should give profitable experiences, offers, or communication at key focuses along their 
adventures that affect brand loyalty and support. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION 
 In the digital Era, the digital Change is prominent among specialists, the term E brand Trust in digital 

platform will in general be ignored in the scholarly literature, Advanced Change in digital world might be 

considered as an management design (Abrahamson, 1996), or as the renewal of past IT-empowered change 

activities with new outfits. Then again, devotees may contend that digital change incorporates novel components 

that deserve due consideration and posture interesting challenge for future research. Researchers, at the opposite 

side, are required to direct further research to address DT (Digital Transformation) openings and difficulties. By 
and large then it tends to be seen that effective brand the executives inside the setting of retail engaged internet 

business is crucial to business achievement (Rassool & Dissanayake, 2019). Specifically, the literature reinforce 

that managers ought to adjust their business system to the advanced reality, by coordinating new advances in 

their plans of action, which raises the significance of procedures and activities while creating E brand Trust. We 

also suggest to refer the theoretical mechanism of commitment trust theory to hypothesize the role of brand trust 

as a mediating impact on brand relationship behavior. Such brand trust in digital business context is critically 

important.  

 As in any segment of a business, it is imperative that a hierarchical way to deal with web based 

business the board fits in consistently with a general business strategy. So as to be successful, any such e 

commerce management must consider the essential significance of marking in present day business, and needs 

to comprehend the similitudes and contrasts that have turned out to be clear through examination of offline and 
online branding. While an organization with a built up offline brand ought to guarantee that its web based 

offering is reliable with existing interchanges, it is vital that online branding ought to be custom-made to the 

particular medium through which it is being conveyed. 

 In particular, it is significant that retailers looking to connect with web based business ought to 

guarantee that their brand image is satisfied consistently, regardless of whether certain online media can added 

pressure through price rivalry. The study indicates that in the offline world, brand differentiation is likewise 

essential, despite the fact that there is consistently the danger of online media making it simpler for competitors 

to take or possibly duplicate differentiated brands (Homburg and Giering, 2001). Then again, the online world 

likewise presents a large group of chances for energizing new ways to deal with brand image, and can even 

revive and rejuvenate a current offline brand. Whatever picture is picked, in any case, the most significant 

factors in web based business stay as brand personality and brand consistency (Gounaris and Stathakopolous, 

2004). Without an adequately humanized brand which empowers customers to identify with it personally, and 
which is communicated reliably among every single diverse medium channels, marking endeavors are 

unavoidably weakened and debilitated. At last, there are both enormous prizes and potential pitfalls anticipating 

those organizations which try to set up an online brand, in the case of moving a current brand or building one 

from scratch (Gounaris and Stathakopolous, 2004).  

 Previous research has largely neglected the issue of moderator effects on the relationship between E - 

brand trust and its drivers, this is especially true for empirical research on the role of E brand trust and its 

antecedents in brand loyalty and brand equity processes in digital market platform (Homburg and Giering, 

2001). For customers, brand relationships are often circumstantial and relatively unimportant, but for the brands 

respectively the companies they are representing, such bonds can significantly impact the bottom line (Fournier, 

1998; Morgan and Hunt, 1999). Consumers’ brand loyalty comes from brand trust is strategically important for 

companies in digital platform to obtain a sustainable competitive advantage, as it gives companies some 
protection from competition and increases their control in planning their marketing programs (Gounaris and 

Stathakopolous, 2004). However, the results of this study also encourage managers to pay equal or even more 

attention to strategies and measures that primarily help to build E brand trust because important dimensions of 

trust result in a more personal attachment and commitment of customers. Future researches may examine the 

role e-brand trust with reference to different sectors like services, life style and consumer products depending on 

the application of digital business models.  
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